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Re:  Report 97-F-55

Dear Mr. Maul:

Pursuant to the State Comptroller's authority as set forth in Section 1, Article V, of the State
Constitution and Section 8, Article 2, of the State Finance Law, we have reviewed the actions taken
by officials of the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD), as of
December 24, 1997, to implement the recommendations included in our Report 95-S-12.  The report,
which was issued May 31, 1996, examined OMRDD’s efforts to monitor reported incidents involving
consumers served by selected voluntary agencies.

Background

OMRDD is responsible for overseeing services provided to more than 91,000 consumers with
developmental disabilities.  About 72,250 of these consumers are served by a network of
not-for-profit (voluntary) providers through both residential and nonresidential programs.  These
voluntary agencies are required to investigate all incidents that endanger the well-being of the
consumers and to report such incidents to the appropriate OMRDD District Developmental Services
Office (DDSO).

The DDSOs are required to maintain records of the reported incidents and to monitor the
actions taken by the voluntary agencies to ensure that the incidents are investigated satisfactorily.
According to OMRDD records, 699 “serious reportable incidents” and 1,446 “allegations of abuse”
were reported by voluntary agencies during the three-month period that ended on March 31, 1997.
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Summary Conclusion

During our prior audit, we found that some of the investigations conducted by the 12
voluntary agencies we visited were not timely, while others may not have been monitored adequately
by OMRDD.  We also found that some of the staff at the voluntary agencies had not been trained
properly in matters relating to client incidents.  In our follow-up review, we found that OMRDD has
strengthened its procedures relating to consumer incidents.

Summary of Status of Prior Audit Recommendations

OMRDD has fully implemented all three of our prior audit recommendations.

Follow-up Observations

Recommendation 1

Ensure that each DDSO has established and implemented written guidelines governing
[consumer]-related incidents that occur at voluntary-operated programs.  At a minimum,
such guidelines should include procedures for documenting reported incidents, for
monitoring voluntary agency investigations and corrective actions, and for conducting
independent investigations of specific incidents.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - The DDSOs have established and implemented written guidelines governing
consumer-related incidents.  DDSO staff monitor the voluntary agencies’ incident-reporting
systems.  Procedures are in place to document incidents and conduct independent
investigations of alleged incidents.

Recommendation 2

Establish and implement procedures to ensure that voluntary agencies and DDSOs each
capture and report data on [consumer] incidents as required by regulation, including
analysis of incident trends.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - OMRDD reported to us that all DDSOs have established and implemented
procedures to ensure that both voluntary agencies and DDSOs capture and report data on
consumer incidents, as required by regulation.  DDSOs monitor the analysis of incident trends
submitted by the voluntary agencies and prepare a trend analysis of incidents that are reported
for the State-operated programs.  On a quarterly basis, data on serious reportable incidents
and allegations of abuse related to State and voluntary facilities is provided to OMRDD’s
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Central Office.  This data is compiled into a report which provides a Statewide comparative
analysis to the Commissioner, OMRDD senior staff, and the DDSO Directors.  An analysis
of the most serious incidents and allegations of abuse that have occurred in the past three
years has also been prepared, and OMRDD has developed a plan for dealing with
recommendations that the DDSO staff made as a result of their internal control review
process.  DDSO staff also review and reconcile the list of incidents reported for voluntary
agencies and DDSOs for the recent six-month period, noting the timeliness of this reporting
and the corrective action taken or planned.

Recommendation 3

Establish a system to ensure that each voluntary agency provides required training to its
employees on a timely basis.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - OMRDD has established guidelines requiring that all employees receive training
on incident reporting.  The guidelines are articulated in the DDSO Incident Reporting Policy
and Procedures Manual.  OMRDD’s Central Office is providing the training to both State and
voluntary agency staff.  DDSO officials conduct periodic reviews of voluntary agencies to
verify that the required training is being provided to their staff in a timely manner.

Major contributors to this report were Brian Lotz and Richard Loveless.

We thank the management and staff of the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities for the courtesies and cooperation extended to our staff during this review.

Very truly yours,

Frank J. Houston
Audit Director

cc:  Robert L. King


